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Existing networks for stereo matching usually use 2-D CNN as the feature extractor. 

However, objects are usually continuous in spatial, if an extracted feature contains 

disparity edge (the representation of this feature on original image contains disparity 

edge), then this feature usually not occur inside the region of an object. We propose a novel 

attention mechanism to suppress features containing disparity edge, named SDE-Attention 

(SDEA). We notice that features containing disparity edge are usually continuous in one 

image and discontinuous in another, which means that they usually have a greater 

difference in two feature maps of the same layer than features that don’t contain disparity 

edge. SDEA calculate the weight matrix of the intermediate feature map according to this 

trait, then the weight matrix is multiplied to the intermediate feature map. experimental 

results show that our method has a significant improvement in accuracy.  

ABSTRACT 

BLOCK ARCHITECTURE  

We proposed a novel attention mechanism (SDEA) and built it into a block (named SDEA-

Block) to apply to CNN. Compared with ResBlock1, SDEA-block adds almost negligible 

parameters and adds little forward time.

 

 

 

 RESULTS 

 
 We apply SDEA-Block to PSMNet2 and test it on SceneFlow3 dataset and KITTI20154. 

1. The visualization pictures: 

 

 

2. The experimental results: 



 

CONCLUSION 
 

In In this paper, we propose a general attention block for stereo matching, namely 

SDEA-Block, which aims at suppressing the features containing disparity edge. For the 

two given feature maps obtained by the input through two 3 × 3 convolution layers, 

SDEA-Block uses one 1 × 1 convolutional layer to aggregate information and reduce 

their channel to 1. For all points in each feature map with dimension (channel) 1, SDEA-

Block searches for the points with the minimum difference, which is in a specific range 

of the corresponding feature map, then calculate the weight matrix of the two given 

feature maps based on this minimum difference, and the smaller this minimum 

difference means the greater the calculated weight. Experimental results demonstrate 

the effectiveness of SDEA-Block. 
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